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Airline, Products & Airports, General Aviation, Space,  
War and Terrorism, Environmental Impairment Liability, Cyber.



For over 65 years we have been dedicated to 
addressing the insurance and risk management needs 
of airlines, general aviation, airports, manufacturers, 
distributors and aerospace facilities of all types:

•	 Across the world we insure over 80% of the world’s major 
airlines, and lead approximately 25% of those. 

•	 Annually, we provide cover for over 5,000  
General Aviation aircraft.

•	 More than 80% of the world’s major airports and  
manufacturers are our clients.

•	 We have one of the largest and most diverse appetites  
for aerospace risk in the market
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Our technical expertise, 
innovative underwriting and 
longevity in the market have 
provided value for our clients 
for many years. We pioneered 
underwriting 100% industrial aid 
business, and we’ve been writing 
aviation and aerospace risks on 
a global basis since 1947.

We have a global reach to match 
your global business; with offices 
in over 120 locations across the 
world. Our aerospace team has 
its own global network, with 
representation on each continent 

and in key locations to ensure 
there is someone on the ground 
to offer local support and insight. 

Our specialist underwriting 
is underpinned by dedicated 
aerospace claims and risk 
management. We have a 
network of over 500 risk 
engineers and our own specialist 
global loss control and risk 
consulting team. We are able 
to provide our clients with a 
solid foundation on which they 
can build their own safety and 
operational risk programmes. 

In addition, our expert claims 
team can draw on AIG’s vast 
global resources to offer our 
clients key advantages to 
managing every aspect of a 
claim; from overseeing accident 
investigations, to rigorously 
defending liability lawsuits.

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS
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Airlines
•	Aircraft hull and liability

•	 Hull deductible  
(buy down) 

Products & Airports
•	Product liability

•	 Maintenance repair 
and overhaul facilities

•	 Airport owners and  
operators liability

•	 Ground handlers and  
service providers

General Aviation
•	 Corporate aircraft/ 

industrial aid

•	Commercial operators

Space
•	Launch vehicle flight

•	 Launch, spacecraft 
commissioning and 
in-orbit

•	 Liability – pre-launch, 
launch and in-orbit 
third party liability

War and Terrorism
•	 War excess terrorism 

liability

•	Hull war

Environmental 
Impairment Liability 
& CyberEdge
•	Aircraft hull and liability

•	 Hull deductible  
(buy down) 

Bring on  
the risks…

Headline coverage includes:

Our policies are amongst the 
widest in the market and we 
continually seek to address the 
emerging risks in the sector.

As market leaders we work to understand our 
clients’ exposures, however we know that the 
risks often change. We’re continually working 
within our own business to find solutions and 
services for the new risks that are emerging 
in the aerospace sector, and to meet these 
challenging needs for our clients and brokers.

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS



Airline
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Our expertise and experience mean we are able to provide specific 
insurance solutions to address virtually any aviation-related risk.

We help our clients manage the 
financial impact of their losses, 
using the most cost efficient 
policies whilst also maintaining 
the security of the hull of the 
aircraft. 

We are proud to have been 
selected to lead approximately 
25% of the cover for the major 
airlines, and most of our airline 
leads have been our business 
partners for many years.

From regional and cargo operators 
to the largest international flag 
carriers, we insure over 80% of  
the worlds’ major airlines.

COvEr hEAdLInES

Aircraft Hull & Liability
•	Hull physical loss or damage Spares

•	 Passenger & third party legal liability

•	Passenger baggage liability

•	Cargo legal liability

Hull Deductible 
We offer a broad range of products in addition to the 
traditional deductible coverage on offer:

•	excess aggregate protection

•	Multi-year policies

•	 Non-traditional and blended risk transfer products

•	 Deductible insurance options including mechanical 
breakdown and engine lease-in insurance

•	 Captive reinsurance and co-insurance programmes. 

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS



Products & Airports
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Our insurance policies are bought by airframe, engine and component manufacturers, 
air traffic control providers, local and major airport operators, ground handlers, 
security providers and the service companies working at the airports. 

As the complexity of aircraft 
continues to increase, so do 
the number of component part 
manufacturers. Our insurance 
provides a cost-effective way 
of protecting the manufacturers’ 
balance sheet in a litigious world.

each development in 
manufacturing presents new 
exposures to the overhaul facility. 
We specialise in insuring repair 
and overhaulers of fixed wing 
non-airline aircraft.

every airport is a unique risk. 
An enormous range of liability 
exposures comes together at 
an airport, and there are many 
independent organisations 
that contribute to its successful 
operation.

We’re also keeping on top 
of new and emerging risks: 
the move to internet based 
technology means increased 
vulnerability to cyber attack or 
loss for all systems -  including air 
traffic control. Our Cyberedge 
product offers specific protection 
for these risks. 

We also offer environmental 
impairment liability insurance to 
address a wide range of potential 
pollution exposures faced by 
both airport owners & operators.

We insure over 80% of the world’s major airports

Our product portfolio covers over 80% of the 
world’s aviation manufacturers and maintenance, 
overhaul and repair organisations

We provide insurance for the majority of aviation 
security providers worldwide. 

Product Liability
•	 Legal liability of manufacturers 

of airframes and engines as 
well as suppliers of minor 
components. 

•	 Grounding and working 
parties liability.  

•	 Hull and liability cover for the 
aircraft component parts in 
their care and custody. 

Airport Owners and 
Operators Liability
•	 We design programmes to 

protect the individual airport 
operator’s specific risk. 

•	 the operator’s responsibilities 
may be limited to the premises 
exposure or it may cover 
every aspect of the operation.

Maintenance Repair and 
Overhaul Facilities
•	 We cover the facility’s 

premises, hangar keepers 
and products exposures either 
individually or in one all-
encompassing policy. 

Service Providers
•	 All policies include third party 

liability arising from the use of 
motor vehicles whilst airside. 

CyberEdge
•	 Bespoke products tailored for 

air navigation providers and 
for airport operators 

•	 Business interruption cover 
in the event of the inability to 
access critical systems due to 
a cyber breach 

•	 Reconstruction and 
reconstitution of damaged 
databases and software 
packages 

•	 Notification and monitoring 
services in the event of a 
unauthorised disclosure of 
traveller information 

•	 PR advice and management 
from a specialist law firm 

•	 Specialist security services 

Environmental Impairment 
Liability (EIL)
•	 eIL insurance that responds 

in the event of either gradual 
pollution or a sudden incident 
and for 1st Party Losses

•	 Specific pollution liability for 
contracting

•	 Coverage options to suit need 
of the client including bulk 
storage and historic pollution 
coverage

•	 Dedicated eIL claims 
team utilising specialist 
environmental consultancies 
and services

COvEr hEAdLInES

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS
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Corporate Aircraft/
Industrial Aid
•	 We can underwrite reduced 

deductible options, hull war, 
passenger admitted liability 
and personal accident crew 
coverage. 

•	 In addition to basic hull and 
liability programmes, we offer 
broad form coverage for our 
premier corporate clients in 
one policy. 

Commercial Operators
•	 As with our industrial aid 

policies, we can underwrite 
reduced deductible options, 
hull war, passenger admitted 
liability and personal accident 
crew coverage. 

Helicopters
•	 We specialise in turbine 

engine helicopters, and 
have the capacity to cover 
other commercial operations 
including eMS, filming, traffic 
reporting, forestry patrol 
and advanced and recurrent 
training.

Annually, we insure over 5,000 
General Aviation aircraft 
and are widely recognised as 
market leaders in this sector.

General Aviation

AIG pioneered writing 100% industrial aid business. 
We can offer our clients capacity backed by excellent 
financial strength and we insure everything from jet and 
turboprop aircraft through to the largest wide-bodied 
corporate aircraft. 

We provide aerospace insurance cover for 
corporate aircraft owners, commercial aircraft 
operations and both onshore and offshore 
helicopter operators. In the commercial 
operators arena we underwrite scheduled, 
charter and air taxi operators of jet and 
turboprop aircraft. Our helicopter coverage 
extends out to corporate and private operations 
as well as the commercial carriage of 
passengers and cargo.

COvEr hEAdLInES

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS
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Space

Our strong technical expertise comes from our understanding of the technical 
side of the manufacturing process and that enables us to deliver in this highly 
technical specialist class. 

We lead the market with our 
liability cover, and we are one 
of few insurers in the market who 
are able to offer launch plus 3 
year and launch plus 5 year 
policies, up to two years prior to 
launch. 

Our cover is individually 
designed for each satellite. 

COvEr hEAdLInES

•	 Launch vehicle and spacecraft 
transit and pre-launch

•	Launch vehicle flight

•	 Launch, spacecraft 
commissioning and in-orbit

•	 Liability - pre-launch, launch 
and in-orbit third party liability

We have the global capacity to meet 
the needs of satellite manufacturers, 
owners and operators, as well as 
those of the launch vehicle providers.

We have access to an exclusive 
technical consultancy and legal 
advice to enhance our own 
expertise.

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS



War & Terrorism
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We demonstrated our 
market leading credentials 
when we were the first 
insurer to offer excess 
war and terrorism liability 
solutions following the 
September 11 terrorist 
attacks in 2001. these 
programmes enabled 
operators to continue to 
meet their obligations to 
Governments, leasers and 
passengers. As a result no 
airlines were grounded due 
to unavailability of cover. 

COvEr hEAdLInES

•	 Non-cancellable war and terrorism liability – cover 
with a passenger ‘drop down’ option,  
giving primary passenger coverage where required

•	 Primary war and terrorism liability – cover for 
airports and manufacturers

•	 Primary war liability – cover for an airline with a 
limit of US $150m. 

We were the first insurer to offer 
excess war and terrorism liability 
solutions following September 11.

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS
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Bring on 
the claims…

Our Claims  
Commitment
At the heart of our products and services lies 
the moment when our clients’ experience 
a loss. Our staff are trained to quickly and 
efficiently focus on the most comprehensive 
and innovative solution. We are committed 
to correctly evaluating claims, paying 
appropriate settlements, controlling expenses. 

In the event of a major loss, we recognise that 
the first 72 hours are a critical period, and it’s the 
insured’s name, reputation and client base that are 
exposed. 

We have experienced local claims representatives 
across the world to give immediate support quickly in 
the event of a serious incident. 

We know that by working with both the airline and 
the local authorities the crisis can be managed 
more efficiently and sympathetically. It’s this kind of 
knowledge that our claims team has gathered over 
their decades handling major loss situations. 

risk Management  
& Loss Control 
AIG has a global network of over 500 
engineers as well as a specialist safety and 
risk management control team. We work 
with our insureds to ensure they have a solid 
foundation on which to build their own safety 
programmes, and improve the operational risk 
inherent in their business.

Our Aerospace loss control team offers 
complimentary risk management consultancy, 
surveys and reviews on a case-by-case basis to 
provide our clients with recommendations that focus 
specifically on their operation. We can conduct 
operational safety and risk management surveys and 
offer aerospace non technical skills training too.

INtRODUCtION COveR HeADLINeS AIRLINe PRODUCtS & AIRPORtS GeNeRAL AvIAtION SPACe WAR & teRRORISM CLAIMS
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www.aig.com

American International Group, Inc. (AIG) is a leading international insurance organisation serving customers in more than 130 countries and jurisdictions. AIG companies 
serve commercial, institutional, and individual customers through one of the most extensive worldwide property-casualty networks of any insurer. In addition, AIG companies 
are leading providers of life insurance and retirement services in the United States. AIG common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange. AIG is the marketing name for the worldwide property-casualty, life and retirement, and general insurance operations of American International Group, Inc.

Products and services are written or provided by subsidiaries or affiliates of American International Group, Inc. In Europe, the principal insurance provider is AIG Europe 
Limited. This material is for information purposes. Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and insurance coverage is governed by the actual terms and 
conditions of insurance set out in the policy or in the insurance contract. Certain products and services may be provided by independent third parties. Insurance products may 
be distributed through affiliated or unaffiliated entities. For additional information, please visit our website at www.aig.com.

AIG Europe Limited is registered in England: company number 1486260. Registered address: The AIG Building, 58 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 4AB.

AIG is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority (FRN number 202628).  
This information can be checked by visiting the FS Register (www.fsa.gov.uk/register/home.do).
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AIG Europe Limited 
London Branch 
The AIG Building,  
58 Fenchurch Street 
London EC3M 4AB 
Tel: +44 20 7954 8326 
Fax: +44 20 7954 4919

AIG Europe Limited 
Paris La Défense,  
34 Place des Corolles  
92400 Courbevoie 
France  
Tel: +33 1 4902 4222 
Fax: +33 1 4902 4404

AIG Europe Limited 
Speicherstrasse 55 
60327 Frankfurt 
Germany 
Tel: +49 69 97113 408 
Fax: +49 69 97113 320

AIG Europe Limited 
Opfikon-Zurich 
Sägereistrasse 29 
8152 Glattbrugg-Zurich 
Switzerland 
Tel: +41 43 333 37 00 
Fax: +41 43 333 37 99

AIG Europe Limited 
Marszalkowska 111 
00-102 Warsaw 
Poland 
Tel: + 48(22) 528 5126 
Fax: +48(22) 528 5252

AIG Europe Limited 
Vastrajarnvagsgaten 7 
Po Box 3506 
10369 Stockholm 
Sweden 
Tel: +46 8 506 92097

AIG Europe Limited 
Via della Chisusa 2 
20123 Milan 
Italy 
Tel: +39 02 369 0442 
Fax: +39 02 369 0222

AIG Kenya Limited 
AIG House 
Eden Square Complex 
Chiromo Road 
49460-00-100 
Nairobi 
Tel: 254-020-3676802 
Fax: 254-020-367001

AIG Europe Limited 
Paseo de la Castellana, 216 
4th floor 28046  
Madrid  
Spain 
Tel: +34 91 567 74 08 
Fax: +34 91 567 74 07 

AIG Asia Pacific Pte. Limited 
AIG Building, 78 Shenton Way 
#11-16 
Singapore 079120 
Tel: +65 6319 7768 
Fax: +65 6735 3856

AIG Australia 
Level 32, AMP Place,  
10 Eagle Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000, Australia 
Tel: +61 7 3224 9915 
Fax: +61 7 3220 0441

AIG South Africa 
10 Queens Road,  
Parktown 2193 
South Africa 
Tel: +2711 551 8000

AIG Aerospace  
Insurance Services Inc. 
Latin American &  
Caribbean Region 
701 Brickell Ave, Suite 2300, 
Miami, FL 33131, USA 
Tel: +1 786 777 7564 
Fax: +1 786 777 7565

AIG Aerospace  
Insurance Services Inc. 
1175 Peachtree Street, NE,  
Suite 1000 
Atlanta, GA 30361-6217 
Tel: +1 404 249 1813 
Fax: +1 404 249 1917

AIG Aerospace  
Insurance Services Inc. 
32 Old Slip, 28th Floor, 
Financial Square, New York,  
NY 10005 
Tel: +1 646 857 1862 
Fax: +1 646 857 2110

AIG Canada 
145 Wellington Street W 
Toronto, Ontario M5J1HB 
Canada

Bring on the expertise...
Our people work globally and understand global risks. Get in touch with one of 
us to find out more about how we can work with you on your aerospace risks:




